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In clear and logical terms, Judith Blacklock has turned hands-on lessons into written word.
Illustrated with hundreds of beautiful colour images and helpful line drawings, this book will enable
you to create glorious floral designs with ease and enjoyment
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I was taking floral design classes when I bought this book. I showed it to the instructor and she liked
it even better that the one that was requested for the class. She advised everyone that this should
be the book to get. The illustrations in the book are fantastic! It shows you step by step what to start
with, where to place the floral and so forth. This is a book well worth its money!

This is a beautiful illustrated book. Great for beginners and advanced flower arrangers. It gives you
names of flowers available on the market and what to look for when buying the flower. It goes over
the principles and elements of design. A very usefull book when you are entering flower shows.

This floral book is just so very awesome! I have really learned a lot from this book! I am very
interested to become a floral designer. My #1 favorite hobby is silk floral designing. I have given this
wonderful book a 5 star rating. There are tons of very helpful hints, floral tips, and etc... These
methods that are very well explained to us floral designers out there.... in both words and also in
photographs and in lots of real colorful pictures by going thru each design with showing by using
step-by step of and inside this book. And also there is so much more to see inside here.......

Book was recommended to me. Met all my expectations. The directions are clear and easy to
follow. Photography excellent. I would recommend this book to any beginning flower arranger.

I really like the book and it's very helpful. I definitely would recommend this book to my friends and
will probably buy another as a gift.

It's just that I am into creating faux flower arranging and need a book for that. The book is for fresh
flower arranging.

This book tells you everything you need to know about arranging fresh flowers. It has easy steps for
creating beautiful arrangements and great photos throughout the entire book. I learned so many
things from this book like how to secure wet foam in the container along with design and placement
of flowers. I recommend this book for anyone who wants to learn how to arrange fresh flowers.

Excellent book! Author is a wonderful demonstrator of many different flower arrangements. Yo will
be pleased with this book. From bouquets to table toppers, his is a good book
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